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Project Summary
Calculate the lowest-energy state for magnetic elements
Write a program to predict magnetic scattering based on 
scattering properties of neutrons
Organize a simple, user-friendly system for the entire 
process: 

Design an element (or array of elements)
Find the element’s magnetic moment configuration 
Determine the neutron scattering off of the element
Display the final neutron scattering map
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Design and use a program to calculate the lowest-energy state for magnetic elements or arrays of elements. Then using this information and the unique scattering properties of neutrons, write another program to predict the magnetic scattering for neutrons.
Ideally, a seamless progression could be made starting with a modeling software like K3D to design an element, then to the OOMMF program to find the element’s magnetic moment configuration, and finally to a program in Python to determine the magnetic neutron scattering off of the nanoscale magnetic element.





Project Flow Chart

Define shape Micro-magnetic 
modeling

Neutron scattering
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Neutron



Why Neutrons?
Neutrons versus x-rays

More penetrating
Multilayered elements

Analyzing magnetic 
elements

Neutral, no charge
Possesses a magnetic 
moment
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Electrons

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unlike x-rays, neutrons are primarily scattered by very short-range nuclear forces rather than the electrons that scatter x-rays, which makes neutrons especially penetrating. 
The most important feature of neutrons for my work is their magnetic moment combined with their lack of charge. This unique combination of properties allows for neutrons to be used to analyze the magnetic moments of these nanoscale elements without being scattered by the charged electrons of the specimen being analyzed. 




Why Nanoscale Magnetic Elements?

Cancer treatments
Magnetic elements used to 
detect or treat cancer 
Nanoscale elements to focus 
solely on harmful cells in the 
body

Hard drives
Magnetic direction stores data
Nanoscale elements for space-
efficiency
Read heads
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Presentation Notes
Hard disk drives (HDD) record data by magnetizing ferromagnetic material directionally, to represent either a 0 or a 1 binary digit. They read the data back by detecting the magnetization of the material. A typical HDD design consists of a spindle which holds one or more flat circular disks called platters, onto which the data are recorded. The platters are made from a non-magnetic material, usually aluminum alloy or glass, and are coated with a thin layer of magnetic material.
Information is written to a platter as it rotates past devices called read-and-write heads that operate very close (tens of nanometers in new drives) over the magnetic surface. The read-and-write head is used to detect and modify the magnetization of the material immediately under it.
For example, the inclusion of iron oxide colloids enables nanoparticle use as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) contrast agents, and also, through the application of an alternating magnetic field (AMF), enables the particle to generate enough heat to be used for hyperthermic therapeutic applications




Data to Model
3D analysis
Sample analyzed by 
Kathryn
Series of elliptical columns

550 nm x-diameter
350 nm y-diameter
20 nm high along z-axis
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K3D: Defining shapes
Modeling software 
useful for designing 
more complex 
nanoscale elements

# Written by K-3D
# object: PolyCube Instance
# num points [8] num polygons [6]
8 6
# points
0 0 5
0 100 5
100 0 5
100 100 5
0 0 0
100 0 0
100 100 0
0 100 0
# polygons
0 2 3 1 
0 1 7 4 
2 0 4 5 
3 2 5 6 
1 3 6 7 
5 4 7 6 

Export as raw, output 
in a text file
Interpreted and 
discretized by Python 
program
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: Micro-magnetic modeling
Object Oriented Micro-
Magnetic Framework
Micro-magnetic solver
Discretizes imported 
element into desired 
number of magnetic 
domains
Calculates magnetic 
moments for each 
discretized cell
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talk about the 4 energies. 
E_exchange: energy interactions between spins
E_cubic:
E_demag:
E_Zeeman: interaction between magnetic moment and an applied magnetic field



: continued
Calculate the ground 
magnetic state of elements 
imported from MIF files or 
K3D
Runs through a simulation 
and displays ground 
magnetic state of the 
element as a collection of 
3D vectors
Export final output 
magnetic configuration to 
Python as a text file
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Get a better picture: can’t explain those formulas…



OOMMF Reader

Read the text 
file output from 
OOMMF 
Enter magnetic 
vectors into an 
array
Format data for 
SLD calculator 
and Born 
Approximation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Add larger OOMMF text output file so audience can see data points read into Python program.



SLD Calculator and Born Approximation
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Scattering Maps
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Scattering Maps (continued)
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Scattering Maps (continued)
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Conclusion

Successes Challenges

Determined significant 
magnetic contribution to 
neutron scattering
Completed basic 
progression from defining 
shapes to neutron 
scattering
Established an effective 
method of analyzing 
magnetic elements

Real data/shapes
Complex elements
Debugging
Interpreting output
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Future Directions
Define more diverse/complex elements
Debugging

Check Magnetic Scattering Length Density calculator
Optimize the code

Complete the progression
Define shapes to micro-magnetic modeling

Ready for use
Make code more user-friendly
Document code
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Thank you
 Questions?
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